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FLQYD E . PERKINS

Mental Health of Adolescents
I TRODUCTION

In the adolescent period, boys· and girls go through m:any fundamental
personality sb;esses and strains. At this time, from the age of twelve
or thirteen until about twenty two, the three basic aspects of personality,
physical, mental, and emotional must develop from the simplicity and
dependency of childhood to the organization and maturity of the adult.
This development does not take place quickly, nor at an even pace. Further, the separate aspects of the personality do not develop at the same
time, nor at the same rate.
The primary concern of this paper will be with that phase of adolesl:ent development which comes under the general heading of the emotional
aspect of personality.
Of course, this does not mean that the physical
and the mental aspects will be ignored. This would be neither desirable
nor even possible. Only by the most -abstract kind of theorizing would it be
possible to segregate any one phase of human development from all the
others and make that aspect stand in isolation. Persons are wholes, and
if they are to be understood t hey must be perceived as such. This seems
to be particularly true of a dolescents .
The healthy emotional development of the individual involves making
increasingly satisfying adjustments in the vital areas of personal needs
and desires, social relationships, moral 'and ethical values, and educa~
tiona! and vocational understandings. These areas of growth will be
considered individually by presenting suggested normal patterns of de~
velopment, and by indicating some major problems and conflicts which
may arise.
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It is clear that the school plays a highly significant role in the life of
the adolescent. Of course, this role is most obvious in the area of mental
growth. Teachers may be especially prone to believe that this obvious
and declared purpose of the school to "educate" the students mentally
constitutes its entire function. Such is not the case, however, as our
High School students will quickly demonstrate. Indeed, they may very
irritatingly take the diametrically opposed view that the classes are quite
incidental and often a nuisance because they break into the important
business of social, personal, and physical activities and explorations which
are far more important to life than are Shakespeare, geometry, or William
the Conqueror.

The truth about the role of t he school in the development of mentally
healthy personalities encompasses both of these concepts and its significance resides in its unique opportunity to satisfy not only the intellectual needs, but also the social and valuational needs of the adolescent personality. The successful accomplishment of this· task is what is meant
by rnEHJ.t;tl health.
-4-

EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF ADOLESCENTS
The general concept of the meaning of education has g1·adually und ei·gone a change that is a drastic one in its overall significance. In the past,
education has been thought of as comprising a definite and limited period
of time during which the student was exposed to certain clearl y specified
facts, attitudes and competencies·. More and more, education is expressed
as a continuing development and refinement of adjustive and responsive
patterns of personality and behavior. Clearl y, this concept focuses upon
the person and away from the superimposed curriculum. Also, it includes
the learning aspect of all life from cradle to grave, and all of environment
in indirect as well as· formal education.
Within the framework of such a concept of the educative process,
the educational needs of adolescents are seen in different perspective than
they have formerly been seen . While the formal curricular aspects of
education have become enriched and varried, there has been no fundam:ental alteration in the pattern. It is in the vastly increased concern
fo1· the personal, social, and vocational development of adolescents that
gl'eat changes· have come and will continue to come.
One factor of necessity must be mentioned to complete the picture
the p1'ocess of change in educational attitudes t owards adolescents.
This £acto1' is the tremendous proportional and numerical incr~ase in the
number of boys and girls enrolled in our High Schools. Increase in the
i eg·~1i age for compulsory education coupled with almost universal accept~i.n ~e Of the vaii.le of secondary education has necessitated abandonment
of the idea that High Sthooi was fol' the £ew preparing for college and
ih'ofessionai careers. The High School has become the educational stand·
m'd of practicail)t everyone and High School graduation the terminus of
fortnai education for the grea.t majority of the adolescents. This has
forci:!d consideration of ways to sa·ve educationally the whole population
l'athet than the few, resulting in business, vocational, agricultural, and
other new curriculums.
It has also sharpened the awareness of the
schools' responsibility in such areas as social and cultural enrichment,
good citizenship, and individual satisfaction and enjoyment.
of

Human Needs: The basic physical needs for adequate shelter, food,
and warmth are quite well satisfied in our culture for the most part.
This minimizes the need for desperate search for the satisfiers of these
needs, and assures the probability of normal physical growth to maturity.
These needs and drives which stem from our biological inheritance and
are present in all of us for the maintenance of physical existence arr
satisfied through the social structure.
This structure begins with par~nts and family, extends through school and community, and indirectly
Is affected by all human inter-relatedness. The physical needs and the
struggle for physical survival then, are normally quite well satisfied in
our culture.

For the adolescent, we are aware of certain individual vocational
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peculiarities of attitude with regard to food, choices of food, type and
pattern of clothing, and the type of h ome t hat he thinks of for the future.
These attitudes stem directly from possible problems that arose in childhood with regard to the needs of the physical organism: in infancy. Far
more important for our consideration is the need for social achievement
and success. The problems of this area a re · far more varied than the
problems which arise as a result of physical needs. They are closely related to the physical needs, however, because the achievements of satisfaction with regard to the social needs are tied directly to the person's
basic and acquired attitudes with regard to his physical well-being. By
the time the person reaches a dolescence he has pretty well solved his
personal problems concerning the satisfaction of the physical needs, and
is now dealing more or less successfully with such problems as that of
control of himself, control of his environment, the desire to seek new
experiences, new adventures, achieving experiences of success and approval, and also the development of an increasing sense of personal wellbeing and social status which we might call personal security. The great
task for parents and teachers at t his point is to help the adolescent boy
and girl to find socially approved and personally satisfying means of
achieving these social goals and aspirations.
Remembering that each adokscent is an individual coming· £rom his
own peculiar background and inheritance, we offer to them opportunitie::;
for mastery, success, social prestige and status in various fields such as
intellectual fields, social participation , athletics, specictl iht€rests and
hobbies and many other areas of social achievement. Nbrin:aily, the end
result of all of this activity on the par t of the adolescent, coupled with
the guidance of parents and tectchers is that the adolescent wili deveioi)
mastery in a number of fields and begin to develop a stronger and stron.
ger senS€ of achievement and success.
Furthermore, within this struggle of the social deveiopmeht o£ the
person there is a dual necessity on his pal't to feel acceptable and accepted,
not only as a part of the family but also within the school, the community,
and groups within the community. Therefore, the school work should be
adapted to the abilities and thP- needs of the individual student. His
physical condition, of course, must be checked so that his activities will
not exceed his physical stamina.
/
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A second aspect of this is the drive on the part of the adolescent to
experience new and different activities and areas of interests. His school
environment must contain not only satisfaction but it must also contain
challenge. He must experience new sights and new sounds. He must
understand different ideas. He must develop new ways of approaching
problems. Because of the duality of this need for acceptance and also
for adventure, the adults who are guiding the growing activities of adolescents must be keenly aware at all times that too much acceptance leads
to an over-conformity and makes him feel that life is dull and uninterest...
ing. On the other hand, too many new aspects presented at too rapid ;: ,.
-6-

pace may create a feeling of inferiority, of inability, and of dissatisfaction
on the part of the adolescent. Therefore, those guiding the young people
in our homes and schools must always work within the extremes of acceptance on the one hand and adventure on the other.
Taken in short perspective, the appearance of the shruggle between
acceptance and adventure may lead the adults to feel as he observes the
adolescent that he is making many contradictory and opposing responseti.
That feeling arises from the expectation on the part of the adult that the
adolescent will fall into the pattern that is prescribed and seek adventure
when adventure is indicated by some superimposed pattern of adult
standards, and seeking security o1· assurance and acceptance when such
a pattern is indicated. However, these apparently contradictory behavior patterns are not so irritating when seen in the long view. The
actual developmental pattern is one of a movement away from s-elfcenteredness, toward a more mature and a more inter-dependent maturity
on the part of the adolescent. This development does not occur smoothly
or evenly but rather occurs in fits and starts with very rapidly changing
rate of growth so that at times the adolescent seems to stand still in his
social development and at other times he s·eems to go ahead by leaps
and bounds.
·
The adolescent, then, needs to be stimulated in terms of his physical stamina and ability, in terms of his mental development and in terms
of the social age at which he finds himself. In all of this stimulation,
in all of this motivation, the adolescent should be given opportunity for
all sorts of experience; in work, in play, in free and in supervised social
activities, in his opportunities for leadership and followership in the
school sit.uation, and finally in the sharing of increasing responsibilities
within the home as he develops toward maturity.
In the last analysis, the acceptance of the adolescent by the school
and the home, and approval of his attitude and behavior are necessities
for him in order that he may feel th a t he is a growing and developing·
person. The adolescent operates in his development through groups.
These groups include the organized groups of the society, particularly
those to be found within the school and also the spontaneous· groups or
gangs in which the adolescent finds opportunity for free play activity,
free expression of his own personality. In order to be effective a& a social
person, the adolescent must be helped to recognize and to develop within
himself attitudes towards the various groups· which are desirable and
successful. In the second place, he must use and increase whatever leadership possibilities he has and thus help others of his group to develop
better and more desirable group attitudes·. Thirdly, he must individually
and within the group recognize the necessity of tying the small groups
into the larger community so that the groups become acepted parts of
the social structure in general. Finally, each adolescent must learn cooperation as well as competition. in order that individually and socially
he may learn the values of achievement between groups in the social
-7-

structure. Thus, the growing personality becomes a socially useful and
acceptable member of the community. This, after all, is the great goal
for education that we build good citizens and useful members of the
society in the years to come.
EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF ADOLESCENTS
There is a tremendous amount of inform:a tion regarding emotional
development extending from infancy to old age, considering both the
normal development and the abnormal or deviated development. Much
of this material in unnecessary for our discussion. Therefore, this section
will be devoted to those aspects· of emotional development which pertain
directly to adolescents and to the problems which young people in this
age span find themselves. For this reason this section of the paper will
be divided into two parts; the first dealing with a statement of the general nature of emotions and the normal course of their development and
second, a part considering the place of the school in influencing the development of normal emotional growth leading to maturity.
Nature and Function of the Emotions: Emotion has been variously
defined but all of the definitions contain the concept of the excited or
stirred up condition of the entire person or organism. Emotion may be
defined more in physical and bodily actions and responses or it may be
defined more in the direction of behavior, feelings, and excitement. In
any case, the experience which we label emotion involves physical and
mental activities and these are all activities which are of an excited
nature.
The intensity of the excitement corresponds to the degree of
emotion. Emotions are also very intimately connected with our values,
thos·e things which we cherish, our goals. These goals may be physical
and physiological in nature, or they may be socially learned. Iri any case,
our emotional response to the goals and values is a learned response. An
emotional state arises whenever a value which we desire and for which
we are striving seems to be inaccessible at the time because of some
blocking in our own person or past experience, or in the environment, or
both. Emotions also tend to arise whenever the threat or possibility of
losing some value which we have already attained is a possibility so far
; as our perceptions are concerned. Finally, an emotion leads us to intensified or heightened activity of the ;whole psychic and somatic organiz.ation.
Thus, we may define emotion as a stirred up state of the entire organism
involving physiological, mental , and feeling aspects of the personality
resulting from the possibili_ty_of some value to the person being lost, or
the threat of denial of some value which is desired to be gained and
resulting in increased or intensified action on the part of the whole p~rson.
With this definition of emotion in mind we may take a lqok at the
various- major emotional patterns to be found in all people, with special
r eference to the adolescents. These major emotions are classified in
various ways; basically, they fall into the pattern of anger, fear, and
love. Cole, in her book, Psychology of Adolescents, classifies them as
-8-

emotional states leading to aggressive behavior, to defensive or inhibitory
behavior and finally to joyous behavior. Others make different classifications, such as that by Crow and Crow who label them as fear, anger,
disgust, grief, effection and jealousy. In .a ny case, they fall into the same
pattern of classifications. For our purposes we will think of them as
listed in the first of these; namely, anger, fear and love, and we will be
concerned with the response of the adolescent to the emotional situation
in these various aspects of his personal adjustments.
Anger arises in the individual when he is striving for some goal
which he perceives to be desirable and against which there is a frustration
or blocking so that he may not proceed at an even pace toward the goal
and attain that which he is striving for. When this occurs•, that is to say,
1 when the ~ru~t~ation or bl?cking thwart~ the normal progre~s ~owards the
goal, the md1v1dual perce1ves the blockmg and evaluates 1t m term:s of
whether or not he will be able to overcome it , or at least is likely to be able
to overcome it. If he perceives that he is likely to be able to overcome
it, he will move against the frustration, whether it be a situation or
person, in aggres-sive and hostile vvays with a heightened amount of activity and an increased awareness .and sensitivity to the blocking situation
or person.
This aggressive behavior is the emotional response to
anger.
When the person is capable of overcoming by his angry
physical expression, or by some verbal and symbolic expression such as
bullying, or loud or harsh ·words, then he thrusts aside the block and continues on toward his goal. You will notice that there are two environmental factors involved here. The first is the goal towards which the
individual is striving, and the second is the frustration or block. The
goal is the satisfier of some felt need of the person.
The block is that
which prevents him from reaching that satisfaction. It is significant
to keep in mind that the emotion is aroused by the block rather than by
the goal. The extent to which the frustration is successful in blocking the
satisfaction is a very good measure of the extent of the emotional response. A slight block acts as· a slight arouser of emotional response.
A significant or immediate block is one that will create a high degree
of intensity of emotion or a long term emotional experience. It is further significant to note that when the block is overcome and the person
can proceed toward the satisfier of his need or desire that the emotion
recedes the intens·i ty of it declines, and the individual has a sense of relief
and relaxation. The reason for this is that we move always towards the
satisfiers of our needs and desires. These goals are the objects or persons
that we have discovered in our environment which reduce our tensions.
An emotion is a state of heightened tension. The reaching of a goal
satisfaction of a need, the fulfillment of a desire;. these are reducers- of
tension and satisfiers of our desires. In childhood, the anger responses are
likely to be kicking, crying, screaming, temper tantrums and the like.
By the time the person has reached adolescence, he has learned normally
to avoid these immediate and direct responses or anger and substitutes
more socially acceptable forms of anger response, such as the use of lang-9-

uage which displays aggression;- hositility, rejection, or repulsion of the
frustrating person or situation.
Anger can be controlled by the person by learning to discover su !J..
stitute stimuli and substitute goals or by learning by the socially approved
aggression behavior patterns, such as group competition, selection of leaders, or the achievement of leardship oneself, and other methods of approved aggression, to make use of these forces and energies of anger emotion
in constructive ways. It is at this point that parents and teachers can
guide adolescents ai.J.d help them to discover better ways of responding to
the anger situation.
Whenever an angry, frustrated adolescent is encountered in an aggressive or hostile mood by the understanding adult,
that adult will not attempt to deny the adolescent a right to his anger but
will positively help him to find satisfactions in rather less destructive em:otional experiences by offering him: stimulation and motivation toward
more satisfying and more rewarding opportunities in the home and in the
school. The adult who is attempting to guide the adolescent into a more
satisfying expression of his total emotional growth will be greatly helped
if he can understand as well as possible the motives and the causes underlying the behavior of the person.
Oftentimes, the adolescent can be
helped greatly by the use of praise or by complimenting him upon some
achievement in the past and also by helping him to find achievements iii
the future.
The substitute stimulus therefore should be one which normally will lead to pleasureable feelings of success and reward. ·probably
the basic attitude that adults can have at this point is one of affection,
interest, and understanding of the adolescent as he struggles with these
problems.
It is found over and over again that love and affection will
act as an antidote for the anger feelings that arise in the periodic thwarting situations of adolescents.
The second major aspect of the emotional life is the aspect of fear.
If we attempt to analyze fear as we did anger as it is aroused, we fiml

/

that something of the same situation in the environment exists, in that
there is a value which is desired, a satisfier of one's needs ,w hich is being
striven for and the frustrating or prohibiting situation or person involved
in the situation. Much of the difference between anger and fear is to be
found in the different way in which the individual evaluates the blocking.
In the case where fear is the emotion which is aroused, the frustrating
situation appears to him to be so great and so unconquerable that he
would be threatening himself to a greater extent that he dares, to do if
he were to advance against the frustration in an aggressive or hostile manner. The person perceives such an action to be self-destructive. When
the person interprets the total situation in this manner, not only is the
satisfier of his need denied to him but also the frustration then becomes a
threat to him and is interpreted by him as moving against him.
This
brings about the intense emotion which we call fear.
The typical behavior patterns in the fear emotion are to be found in such reactions as
trembling, immobility, turning pale, sometimes extensive perspiration, a
shortness, of breath, and almost always a running-away behavior.
-10-

Although the reaction pattern of fear is fairly well defind within the
limits suggested in the preceding paragraph, the objects of fear are almost as infinite in their variety as the total objects of our environment .
Although this is the case, there are certain divisions which should be
noted with regard to these fear objects. First of all, in childhood the
objects· of fear tend to be those which are to found in the physical environment. For example, the child may be afraid of the dark, of animals,
of strange people, of large objects, of intense noises or bright, sudden
lights.
Most of these childhood fears are overcome as the person becomes more acquainted with his environment and as he becomes more
confident of himself through repeated successfu l experiences in handling
and manipulating the various objects of the physical environment. It is
nevertheless true in many cases that some of these childhood fears will
carry over into adolescence and even ad ul thood.
The predominant fears of adolescence however, are to be found more
in the area of social achievement or failure in terms of discovering one's
own independence in the midst of a continuing sense of dependency that
has been carried over from childhood and in the desire to be accepted and
develop a place in one's own social group in spite of anxieties about the
ability to be socially successful. Some of the common fears of adolescents
during their high school years show them to be fearfu l of school work, of
automobile accident&, of becoming· ill , of doing the wrong thing or being
sinful, financial fears with regards to inadequate f unds for themselves, or
loss o£ employment by one or both parents, fear and anxiety about the appMrahte o£ their own home in relationship to the homes of their friend &
anxiet y about hurting other people's feelings, of being left out of the
group, of hbt having enough clothes of the right sort, of not being able to
cohforrri: to the dress idea ahd patterns of the age- mates in school, fear of
being t~ased or scolded or being treated unjustly, fear of being too closely
\vatched ahd fear of being ignored, fear of failing and fear of making a
bad impression upon other people, fear of growing up and fear of being
a child, both autoerotic and social sexual experiences, anxiety about their
daydreams, anxiety about being shy or self-conscious, unattractive, lonely,
and in general, of failing as a social person in one's own group. It is easy
to discern that most of these fears stem from the social desires on the
part of the adolescent boy or girl.
They arise from the fear that they
will not be successful in their adjustment to each other and to the adult
world toward which they are so rapidly coming. ·This is a clear distinction from the fears of childhood, and yet oftentimes there is found a residue of the childhood fears of the physical world intermingled with these
predominantly social fears.
While it may seem that fear is as undesirable an emotional experience
as anger is, this is not th e case.
Fear can be a desirable attribute for
the individual in many cases, acting as a deterrent for behavior which
While it is true that parents and some
would be unwise and harmful.
teachers may use fear unwisely as a means of controlling unruly children
and resistive adolescents, nevertheless it is true that fear may become u
-11-

very constructive force in the development of a socially acceptable personality and a mentally healthy person.
It oftentimes restrains persons
from behaving in ways which would be undesirable or bring harm to
them. It keeps them from engaging in activities which would tend to
exclude them from groups, it tends to keep them from going to one extreme or another, and helps them to maintain a balance between these
extremes.
For this· reason, those who guide children and adolescents
should always be alert to remove fear and anxieties and to avoid unnessary or foolish objects of fear, but we should not attempt to eliminate
fear since the good which fear will do for the development of personality
will considerably outweigh the harm it will do.
Although we do not want the child to fear the dark we do want him
to fear the oncoming automobile in the street. The adolescent's anxiety
concerning social failure should not be so great as to lead him away fronr
opportunities for succes·s and achievement.
On the other hand, these
anxieties should challenge him to learn as well as he can the social skills
and techniques which are n;~quired for adequate adjustment.
The third major aspect of emotion is that of love.
Like the other
major emotions which we have already discussed, love has a definite pattern of development from the time of birth to maturity. The distinction
between these major emotions lies to a considerable extent in the direction in which the person moves under the stimulus of one or the other
of them.
Karen Horney has indicated this distinction very well when
she talks of moving against people in anger, moving away from people in
fear, moving toward people in love.
As anger is probably the most
negative of our emotions, so love is the most positive of them. However;
it is found in the joyous· emotional complex called love, as it is found in
the other emotions that there is a goal or the satisfier of the need for re>
ognition, acceptance, and affection in love as there is a goal in other emotions. There is also to be found a degree of fustration in the arousal of
the emotion of love.
Beginning in infancy, the first object of love for the baby of either sex
is the mother or the mother substitute. This first infantile development
in the love relationship arises· because the mother reduces tensions in the
infant by feeding him, keeping him dry, warm a nd comfortable, by easing
J pain and discomfort, and by all of the normal acts of motherhood.
Because the mother does satisfy these needs and reduces these tensions, the
infant more and more turns to her as the desired or desirable person.
fhe -mother continues as· the primary low object for the first year or ::so
of the infant's life, but during this period the father becomes more significant until father and mother are about equally significant in this early
and childish love relationship whic.h the infant develops.
Somewhat
later, usually about the age of four, the child notices the sexual difference
between the parents. At this time, the child is likely to be drawn more
to the parent of the other sex than to the parent of his own sex, so that
the little girl of four becomes keenly interes·t ed in the father while tlv~
-12-

little boy of four becomes keenly interest ed in the mother.
This is a
generalized childish sexual development which is quite normal.
Following this phase, the child is likely to become interested in other adults about
the age of the parents. They become attached to them and ·fee l strongiy
devoted for a considerable period of time.
At this time aunts, uncles,
When the
neighbors, the minister or priest become important people.
child goes to school, the teacher is likely to become an important parent
substitute and love object for the littl e child . In the normal course o:l:
development, there then follow s a period whiCh is variously· termed, but for
which we will use the term, "the latent period." During this period, th e
child is concerned with developing the appropriate rol e for the boy and
man, or for the girl and woman as the case may be. At this time, each
group of children is interested in playmates· of his own sex. They tend
to disparage their age mates of the other sex. They feel that the children of the other sex are uninteresting or nuisances in one way or another
nnd they tend to reject them.
They build strong conneCtion s and affect ions in groups :md in playmate activities with other children of their own
age and sex.
During all this time of infancy and childhood there cont inues a generalized sexual development of the child which usually doe3
not disturb him noticeabl y.
He is aware of it; he knows there are differe nces; the boy is likely to be glad he is- a b y and the girl is likely tv
be glad that she's a girl. Sometirrr:es with the greater freedom· hat boy<;
have and the fewer restraints and the less pressure . that is put upon
them :for social conformity than is clone in the case ot girls: we may f ind
.r.·ii·is freqUently being impeiled to wish they were boys rather than girls.
Coi1s-iderably iess frequ enti y we will find boys who wish that 't hey were
g·irls,
The iatency period comes to an end with the onset o.f pub ~rty.
At
t his time, the physiological ch;:m ges of the body · bring about the loss of
g·enerality in the sexual awareness and a very rapidly increa,sing specificit y
In the sex drive.
This physiological change and. the transitional period
which is involved with this change is a time of considerable stress and
strain for the boy and girl. As a general rule, girls will enter puberty approximately a year and a half earlier than boys will do. At this t ime, there
is a sudden and rather fri ghtening interest in persons of the other sex and
of approximately the same age.
At this time, too, interest in one's ow~1
sex and age and also interest in ad ults· of either sex lose their emotio11al
priority in the feel ings of the adolescent as he directs his interest towards
persons of the other sex and of appr oximately the same age himself.
At
this point, a quite disturbing complex of emotions dev~l op because this·
is a totally ne w experience for the young adolescent of either sex. Up to
the present time, the boy has made successful· adj ustments with other
coys. He has made good adju~tm ents at home normally with both fathe.c
nncl mother and with adults, but r. ow he needs to make adjustments with
girls his own age. He is filled with fears and anxieties· about his social
ineptitude.
He is concerned about the sudden awkwardness of the physiological spurts that are going on in his growth pattern. He is doubtful
- 13 -

of his ability to carry on anything like an acceptable conversation.
He
feels that there is nothing that he . can do or say which will be appealing.
Oftentimes, this results· in a withdrawal and a continuance of interests in
other boys for a short period of time. It is interesting to observe young
adolescent boys and girls in groups at a dance, perhaps, or at a school
party. It is rather amusing and, yet at the same time, rather appealing
and embarrassing to notice the boys all congregating at one end of the
room and the girls all congregating at the other, not quite knowing how
to make advances to each other, wanting to mingle and yet not knowing
how. At this time, gentle and expert guidance can be of great service to
these youngsters.
Opportunities for winning their friendship and becoming a genuine helper to them will be deeply appreciated by them and
will be remembered for a long time.
Althrough this period of transition to primary interest in the other
sex is one of extreme emotional tension and of considerable inner conflict
and doubt, fortunately, it does not last very long.
The felt needs of the
adolescent are of sufficient intensity to caus€ him to break over the barriers of his own feelings of inadequacy and awkwardness as he gradually
discovers that he can mingle with adolescents of the other sex relatively
freely. It is at this time that "The crowd", the rather large spontaneous
adolescent group begins to make its appearance.
Boys. and girls find
satisfaction in being a heterosexual group; they enjoy being with three
or four of their sex with whom they feel assured while they are learning
the social skills and techniques of talking with and enjoying the company
of a similar sized group of the other sex.
This crowd or gang period in which several high school boys and girl:;
move around together socially, gradually breaks down to a "twosome"
sort of relationship in which is found not a crowd or a grout> but more
often double-dating with still some assurance need.
More and more
feelings of competency and adequacy appear in the social situation so
that the boys and girls of this teen age are learning to work and play
together socially and to find expression and satisfaction in each other's
company.
!

By the time the adolescent reaches· the junior or senior year in high
school, dates are the usual procedure and the interests in persons of the
other sex have become well channelized in the normal development of love
emotion.
The role of the school and of the teacher in this normal development is that of providing adequate social opportunities under wise
and kind supervision so that this normal development m:ay proceed at
a regular rate and so that young people will have adequate social opportunities· to develop the skills and the techniques of knowing how to make
good social adjustments in a relatively free environment.
Obviously,
this is a necessity in growing toward maturity because it is the sort of
mature relationships to be found among socially adequate adults.
The adolescent who is disturbed in his emotional development of the
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love relationship, that is to say in all of the joyous and positive outgoing
relationships with other people, is likely to exhibit a rather large variety
of behavior patterns which indicate maladjustment rather than good adjustment. It is in such cases as these where the normal pattern of emotinoal development has been thwarted and has become fixated at some
point below that of the normal adult emotional development that we find
that teachers, parents, and counselor s· have their most disturbing problems. We must try to help such unhappy adolescents to make corrections
in their behavior patterns so that they may find more adequate outlet for
their emotional tensions. This general problem will be discussed at more
length in a later section in this paper.
Emotions of Adolescents iJn Relationship to the Total School Situation:
In this relationship the school and the teaching staff have a number
of responsibilities a nd duties. In the first place -it is a definite responsibility of the teacher and school administrator to make every effort to
minimize the arousal of emotions which may thwart or damage the developing adolescent's personality.
Among the unpleasant possibilities
of this development of destructive em:otions· is the use of arbitrary, punitive, disciplinary measures in the classroom.
It is the accepted fact
that in any organized group such as the : : :hool, it is necessary to have
rules. and regulations in order that the needs of everyone may be satisfied
to the greatest possible extent.
When these regulations are accepted
by the great majority of the students, then there will be acceptance and
response on their part which will remove many of the dangers of an unduly punitive sort.
Within the classroom~ the best guarantee of order
and interest is to be found in the positive creation of student enthusiasm
in the proceedings of the clas·s rather than depending upon threats and
rejections on the part of the teacher in order to force unwilling attention.
Another of the problems in the school which may cause difficulty with
regard to the emotional development of the students is the problem of
discrimination. Because of the fact that there are individual differences
in intelligence, differences in social skills, differences in personal and
family background and differences in rate of development, it is unavoidOtherwise, we
able that there will be discrimination of a proper sort.
would be treating the students as though they were all robots engaged in
something which all can master with equal facility and equal skill. Such
proper discrimination is readily accepted by all students who have had
anything like a normal progress in their total development.
Our concern is with embarrassing and unnecessary discrimination which makes·
the adolescent who is different to stand out as though he were inferior
or unacceptable.
Of course, this discrimination can be carried over to
groups such as the dull classes, the backward groups, the retarded secDiscrimination of this sort creates
tions within the class as a whole.
feelings of rejection and feelings of anger and hostility on the part of
those against whom the discrimination is leveled.
The end result is
likely to be a counter-aggression against the school and against education
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in general, or the development of anti-social and delinquent behavior on
the part of the adolescent who is, in one way or another, trying to strike
back at those who have refused to give him recognition at his own level of
capacity and ability.
Two or three other of thes€ problems need be
mentioned only briefly .
Among these we could name the fears that
some students develop concerning the acedemic work in the school. This,
of course, needs to be handled wisely and with encouragement rather than
with recrimination and punishment.
Another is that of the adolescent
crush which s metimes· develops among the students for some of the more
attractive teacher s; this· must of course be recognized for what it is,
a need on the part of the student for striving for adult status and must
not be used for selfish and self-centered purpose by such teachers. This
leads to another problem: wh ich may be mentioned; namel y, that of the
teacher whose per sonality seems to clash most of the time with the general personality patterns of the adolescent.
Such personality dashes
tend oftentimes t o become quite bitter in their outbursts, and of course
tend to create feelings of antagonism on the part of the students toward
adults in'gei:ieral.
This is not t he sort of attitude that the school should
foster or want to encourage in the thinking and feeling of this growing
group 'of citizens.
The second and very pleasant responsibility of the school is the provision of a su fficient number ;md variety of co-curricular and extra-curricular activities for the students so that they may find in this social
activity a suffi cient quantity of substitute stim uli of th€ acceptable ways
of emotional outlet rather than to be limied only to those areas of emotional response which are destructive, anti-socia l, and thwarting of the
normal development.
Th e opening of these new channels of socially
acceptable out lets for emotional ener gy is one of the most deeply appreciated areas of school life for the growing boy and girl.
Probably
the greatest value of such activities as athletics, school parties, dramatics,
etc., is not to be found in these activities thems€lves but more to be
fo und in the opportunities that these young people have of using their
energies and their drives, their creativity, for the expression of their
personalities in social ways which find approval in the groups.

SOCIAL NEEDS OF ADOLESCENTS
/

As we have seen in the preceeding sections of this discussion, the
development pattern in t he adolescent in general is from the security and
dependency in childhood upon a dults toward independence, self-sufficiency,
and t h e ability to arrive at decisions of an adult. It is to be noted also that
the errJDti.onal problems which are peculiar to adolescents are problems·
which arise from the stresses and strains of the greater social demands
that are made upon them. The person who is socially mature is one who
has developed means and techniques of achieving this independence, or
better a mutual inter dependence with others of his· own age group. Therefore, the socially mature person does not lean upon older and stronger
individuals in the society, as in the case of children depending greatly upon
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parents or teachers. The mature person socially is one who has established
also a degree of social adequacy which gives him a sense of security in
his· friendship with those of approximately the same age as himself.
Furthermore, the socially mature person has established an adequate
and socially· aceptable pattern for his physiological drives, particularly
his sex drives, so that these drives no longer are sources of strain and
problem areas for the mature individual.
Finally, the mature person
is one who has learned and practiced the social amenities of his
own group with a degree of skill which means that he is comfortable and
at ease with others so t hat he may operate effectively in a variety of social groups. Social maturity does not mean that the individual has learned to conform without any independence of action, but ra.ther that he ha:3
learned to adapt his· satisfactions and the striving for goals to the social
expectations and has learned to find personal freedom and relaxation of
tens.i ons to a degree where he can fill the mature role of the individual
within the society with ease and with efficiency. The adolescent, then,
is the person who is going through this rather long stage of development
wherein he moves from that childish dependency to the maturity of adulthood in which he must learn these things and therefore must find ways of
fulfilling his needs during the period of adolescence.
In order for the adolescent to satisfy his needs in the area of social
development it is essential that he have increasingly varied opportunities
for practicing the skills of social adjustments in his day-to-day living. During childhood, the home and the parents are in most cases the predominant
social influence among the children but when adolescence is· reached another social group becomes of equal importance and, in many cases, of
greater importance to the developing person than does the family. This
group is the group which has been variously named but in our case we are
calling the "age-mate group." As we pointed out previously the adolescent
resolves his emotional problems within his· age group. The same thing is
true with the resolution of the social problems and the fulfilling of social
needs ; this too is attained within the age group activity. Social skills are
not quickly and easily learned, nor can they be taught in the classroom
without the "laboratory" experience of actually working the problems
themselves out within this· age group pattern, as they are faced from day
to day by the adolescent boy a nd girl. It is this relationship which provides
for the adolescent the sense of belonging and the warmth of friendships,
the opportunities to attempt new skills and the possibilities of venturing
into naw social contact and new personal and interpersonal relationships.
The fact that this adolescent period is definitely one of rapid social growth
has been demonstrated repeatedly in experimental evaluations of adolescen boy and girl do not come without considerable problems· arising
have measured the social attitudes of 6th graders·, then of 9th graders
and finally of 12th graders. The relationships between their attitudes and
the differences between them become clear and apparent. It is interestino·
to note at this point that the social developement of girls comes earlie~·
than the parallel developement of boys according to these investigations.
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This earlier developement is one of a general pattern of earlier develo:pement. It is well known by those who have observed them that the development of these skills and the maturing of the social pattern of the adolescent boy and girl dot not come without considerable problems arising
for them. At this time the teacher, the high school counselor, the principal,
can be of great service to these young people by first of all J;>eing socially
mature thems€lves and thus setting an example and secondly, and of
equal importance, encouraging all possible opportunities for directed and
organized social activities and the clear understanding of the spontaneous
group and crowd activities of the adolescents.
In order to sharpen our understanding of the importance of the social
development of adolescents, it is necessary to point out s<>me of the significent problems areas which occur in this period. Among these problems
will be the problem of the specific sexual development of adolescents, the
problem of gradual attaining an independence from parental control, a
third problem in the development of a sense of personal responsibility and
adequacy, and finally the problem of how. to arrive at a mature sense of
self-respect and self-control.

;~.

The first of these problems, that of the psycho-sexual development
of the individual is named at the beginning because it seems to be the one
which is at the basis of other problems as they arise in the s<>cial adjustment of the adolescent. This is true because physiological maturity of the
human organism is achieved far earlier than the social, economic, and educational maturity that is necessary if the young person is to be truly
stM-sufficient in our very complex culture. Although it is true that the
sexual development of the person does not begin at puberty but much
earlier than that, nevertheless, it is at the pubertal period that the sex
drives become specific. It is at this time that the individual, whether 1t
be a boy or a girl, becomes aware in a very personal way of the differences
between the sexes, of a very significant individuation of each person
in himself; and a surge of the sense of personal importance which is oftentimes exciting a~d at tl1e same time frightening to the young adolescent.

When considering this particular problem we must always keep in
mind that by the time puberty is reached at the age of twelve or thirteen,
• that the person is already very strongly conditioned to the pattern of our
/ social life and our cultl;J.re. For this reason the physiological impulses,
particularly in this case, the S€xual impulses are already under strong
channelization from the culture so that always the impulses and the
driVes of the adolescent boy and girl are operating in a social setting.
They have already learned the necessity of social adoptation in many areas
of life and now they mus·t learn it in this as well. Obviously this presents
a very great problem of adjustment to the adolescent since this is a
force which is very strong within him and yet it is one that is very definitely held within limits by the conventions of our culture.
The statement m:ade earlier that the age-mate group becomes of
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equal significance to the parents for the adolescent may be clarified and
pointed up by the relationship to this particular problem. In the course
of normal hetrosexual devopment, the individual frcm infancy to maturity
goese through a number of stages of this development. In the last stage
in psycho-sexual development the individual reaches psysiological and
cultural maturity and is able to make acceptable adjustments to the oppoG•i te sex and usually to one person of the other sex in courtship and in
marr iage. If the adolescent develops intellectually and in some admirable
social qualities but does not develop normally in the deep love and affectional relationships with someone of the other sex and of approximately
the same age as himself he has not developed into a full maturity.
Too
strong attachments to parents, too strong an attachment to person& of
his own sex as developed during the so-called "latent" period means that
this development has been arrested and this is personally and socially an
undesirable situation. In s·pite of this obvious statement, many parents
and also unfortunately a few teachers, have tried to restrain and inhibit
this normal growth by holding the adolescent to attachment to adults
rather than to persons of his own age. More often among some who are
administrators of schools and teachers we find persisting the concept of
the segregation of the sexes·. When this sort of situation prevails and the
adolescent boys and girls are segregated and surrounded with practice&
that keep them from one another with the outmoded concept that thus
they will remain safe and secure in this threatening world, the result is
just the opposite from that which the high minded but misguided proponents of this idea are hoping for.
Rather, the result is that more
emotional tensions and problems will arise and the breakover by the adolescent is likely to be far more dangerous than if they are allowed to be
together in the normal growing and developing experiences of every-day
living. It is far wiser and far more normal for the parents to encourage
normal relationships with adolescents- for their own offspr ing and it 1s
far wiser for the school authorities to develop well supervised and healthy
recreational a nd other co-curricular activities for the school population.
By means of this parental understanding, healthy minded school planning
and other community opportur.ities for getting acquainted the adolescents
a re given the opportunity to develop and practice new behavior patterns
of mutual respect and mutual understanding for one another.
The second of the basic problem areas is that of the achievement of
self-control and indepen,p~nce an the less-ening of externally imposed controls by the heme and by the school.
Normally, this emancipation process should have begun prior to adolescence through the development of
playmate rela tionships during the latency period and also through the
r elaxation of superimposed disciplinary measures by -the parents and the
school author ities.
The more that the child in late childhood has been
able to develop self-control and a sense of independence the simpler will
be t he adj ustment that will be r equired during the adolescent period. Tha
negat ivist ic behavior of some early adolescents has been observed b:r
many, and of course is a problem f or parents who do not understand wh y
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their child who has been so obedient for so long suddenly refw:;es to cooperate with the simplest request made by them.
This occurs in the school as well.
This negativistic attitude which
develops is one of the ways in which the adolescent strives to break away
from external control. He feels that he :wants to decide for himself, that
he wants to be relied upon to come home at a reasonable hour, that he
would like much help and advice, but fewer and fewer orders. While we as
adults are disturbed and concerned that the adolescent will go too far in
his search for independence and will m:ake many mistakes which will cause
him discomfort and perhaps even pain, nevertheless, the reins must be
loosened, the adolescent must be given the opportunity to make some of
these choices, and, as time goes by, more and more of these choices.
After all, if the growing person is ever to arrive at maturity of judgment,
at self-sufficiency, at the ability to make choices, he must be given the
opportunity to do so in wider and wider areas of his own conduct and patterns of behavior._ Otherwise, he ;will never grow to an emancipated, independent self-governing person, able to take his place in a dult [.Ociety.
The problem of emancipation from parental and externally imposed
controls of society is closely allied to the problem of the development of a
sen~e of personal responsibility. . This third problem a~ea is of extreme
importance in our culture because· so often we have confused the concept
of freedom and emancipation with the idea that one can eventually becom:e
free to do whatever he pleases without taking the consequences for his own
acts upon himself.
To be a responsible person means that one is able
and willing to take the consequences of his choices and decisions and act
upon them realistically.
This problem is closely tied to our democratic concept of the freedom
of the individual, and the rights of the individual.
However, more and
more in our society we observe people, adults as well as adolescents, who
have the feeling, or at least seem to have the ·feeling that freedom and
responsibility do not go together.
We cannot escape the fact, however,
that to be an irresponsible person is to be childish.
To be a responsible
person, a free moral ·a gent is to be a mature person and a mature person
J acts in the realization that his actions carry with them the resposnibilities
and the re.sults of those actions. It is during adolescence when the young
person is discovering and striving f or this very important goal of personal
emancipation that he must also resolve for himself the problem: of r esponsibility for his actions. Freedom, responsibility, and maturity all go
hand in hand.
In a negative sense, freedom mean& ·the relief from control by some other person or power, but more posifiye'Jy freedom means
that the individual has within himself the right to c·hoose his ends and also
the means of action by which he attains these ends. _ In our culture, this
of course indicates that the individual may choose his marriage partner, h e
may choose hi& vocational life work, he may choose his own religious
faith, and he may choose his political affiliations among many other
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choices.
These choices are his own to make and the consequences of
these choices are his own to receive for good or ill. Taken in this light, of
course, it is obvious that freedom is not the same thing as the absence
of responsibility nor does it give the individual the license to do whatever
he pleases regardless of the personal and social consequences.
So that as a person grows through adolescence toward maturity he
not only must achieve emancipation from external control but he must
also achieve the ability to discriminate between wise and unwise choices.
He must develop a sens-e of responsibility and an acceptance of the consequences for his own decisions and his own choices.
It is clear then,
that freedom and responsibility must include and to a great extent, be
based upon the freedom to grow as an individual. This freedom to grow
must be provided for the young people of our culture in order that they
may be able to arrive at good choices and rewarding behavior patterns.
If this· is not the case then the young adult having passed through a
period of adolescence in which the responsibility for his own behavior is
placed upon him finds himself in . adulthood which demands decisions
base d upon personal responsibility, meeting them with inadequate preparation in the skills of individual choice resulting in feelings of inadequacy
and experiences· of social failure.
The role of the school and of the community at large in providing
trainino- and guidance in independence and responsibility is carried
through by giving the growing person the opportunit~ of ~xpl~rin~ social
sit uations in such ;ways that his response to the socml situation IS conditioned by the factors which are essential to that situation and not by
se:me incidental or traditional factors. The concern of the guiding adults
should not be that certain secondary and oftentimes meaningless verbalisms of polite society be learned or not learned . The essence of this
development must be that the quality of the habits and attitudes of the
individual shall be such that they will have a genuine social relationship
with others rather than a superficial verbalized behavior pattern which
appears delightful on the surface but which has no depth of meaning·
for the growing person. The adolescent who has learned to politely say,
"I'm sorry" or "Thank you" and observe the superficial amenities of
a , sccial situation but who underneath this surface of polite acceptance
retains the childish power tactics of selfishness and of self-centeredness
has not learned and is not likely to learn genuine freedom nor genuine
responsibility for his behavior patterns. It is essential then that the
adolescent more and more learn to accept not merely the responsibility
for his words and his polite patter but also the responsibili~y for his
Unless responsible
actions and his techniques of attaining his goals.
adults can genuinely guide the adolescent into this sort of mature
under standing, the impulsiveness and the poorly organized social relation~~ips of childhood will p~rsist through adolescence. Unfortunately,
the dificulty falls most heavily upon this untrained person in that he
finds himself oftentimes· involved in problems, rejections, and social ostra-21-

cism to a degree that he is unable to bear the consequences of th~s
impulsiveness that he has not been able to throw off. Therefore, It
is in this area of the development of- a sense of responsibility and a
clear understanding of the meaning and the use of freedom in a social
situation that the guidance person and all other concerned adults can
r ender significant service to the growing per son. At this time, the
teacher and the parent instead of giving orders should attempt whereever possible to sit down and talk through the problem with t he adolescent allowing him to discover the solution that seems most satisfactory
to him and thus learning to see that choices and decis,i ons carry ;with
them their consequences and the if one chooses unwisely the consequesces
are unhappy, if one chooses wisely one finds satisfaction.
Thus the student council in high school is an important part of th ~s
learning of responsibility. Also, the rights in the home to make decision:;
about one's own life is an important part of this growing sense of responsibility. The adolescent should be encouraged to make vocational choices,
not as a final and unchangeable decision but as a means of more clearly
motivated exploration on the part of the adolescent to find the answer& to
his own needs. So in guidance we attempt to encourage the adolescent
to find his own answers to his own problems rather than giving advice
or setting out a blueprint for the young person to follow.
Continuing tu
lean upon the "superior wisdom" of the adult leads to the development ·
of a dependent and immature personality.
On the other hand, being
encouraged and perhaps urged t o make decisions and ab:de by the 0ecisions t hemselves tends to lead always to a ~Teater sense of self-sufficiency and social and personal maturity.
Coincidental with the appear ance of the three problems already mentioned t her e arises t he problem of the changing picture of himself that
the adolescent is bound to face.
Further than this, as the personal solutions and even at tempts a t solut ion to the three pr eceding problems
pr oceed, there goes along with these attempts to solve the problem the
inevitable changing of t he self picture and the gradual increase in the
ability to establish and maintain self-controL
Two of the important
areas, of conflict in this changing self image are first the problems of
becoming an individual in the face of the great need for being gregarious.
J A second ar ea of this pr oblem is the need for developing greater ·a nd g reat
er self-confidence in the face of feelings of uncertainty ;which ar e not only
still present in the adolescent as they were in the child but in some ways
are exaggerated beca use of the new problem areas and the new intensities
of the physiological and social drives.
In the first of these areas there are a number of specific conflicts
One of these is the fact that the previous sense of secwhich appear.
urity in parental domination and control is being shaken to a greater and
greater degree by the need of the adolescent to become an individual.
At times this breakdown of the child's sense of security as he moves
into adolescence creates within him; a sense of helplessness and a feeling
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of inadequacy to meet the demands of the enlarging nature of his activities and his needs.
A second of these conflict situations is the increasing demand that the boy accept and learn the masculine role in the
cultural setting and that the girl acept and work with the feminine role m
the culture·. At this point the adolescent may revert to earlier dependencies by striving to attach himself to some strong adult of his own
For example, the boy may find a great deal of hero worship i11
sex.
some community youth leader, athletic coach, or teacher. The girl may
becom-e devoted to some beloved teacher of her own sex or some strong
and kind woman in the community. This behavior on the part of the
adolescent does not indicate a permanent rejection of the accepted sex
role. Rather, it indicp.tes a sense of indequacy and a feeling of awkwardness in the new role and an attempt to find relief and relaxation of
tensions in the continuing practice of the previous role.
Thus· the hero
and the heroine for the adolescents become a means of reducing their
tensions and giving them the opportunity to develop at their own rate
rather thari suddenly plunging into a complete acceptance and a complete
enactment of the appropriate role for them. Perhaps it is well to pont out
that at the present time in our social set-up that the masculine role for
the boy is easier to master than is the feminine role for the girl because
of the adult expectation that the social demands of the feminine role
in the present time in our society are undergoing some rather fundamental
change&.
The role of wife, mother, and homemaker is no longer the
only accepted feminine role.
The career woman, the woman entering
into other activities, is causing a shifting of the feminine role in our
oulture which creates additional problems for the adolescent girl as she
strives to understand and develop in herself the appropriate behavior
which is to be expected of her.
The second of these specfic areas of conflict in the changing picture
of the self that the adolescent must cope with is that of the development
of confidence in spite of the feelings of inadequacy that so often beset the
growing person at this age.
These feelings of inadequacy stem from a
variety of causes, some physical and some social. One of the cau&es of
this conflict lies in the fact that in early adolescence the person goes
through a period of very rapid physical growth in height and weight. These
physiological and physical changes have been dubbed "the awkward age."
The adolescent feels far more awkward than he looks at many times, since
he is facing a task which is difficult for him because of the changes that
are occuring in his body. Oftentimes, he does not know what to do iWith
his hands. He puts them in his pockets, he takes them: out again-he
feels very awkward about his hands. The adolescent, particularly in the
early years, breaks things and hurts himself because he is not coordinated
yet and he can't seem to become coordinated because of the rapid growth.
The second problem in this area is that of the sudden specificity of the
sex drive. Oftentimes, this drive in its intensity and in the physiological
changes of the secondary sex characteristics become a cause of embarrassment and confusion to the adolescent. The changing sex drive and de-23-

velopment makes the demand upon him that he shall alter his im:age of
himself to conform to this inescapable change that is going on in his
own organism.
The third area is the matter of discovering that the parents and the
other adults in the community whom he had always though to know all
the answers when he was achild, now are shown to be human, to be sometimes in error, and not to know all the answers. Therefore, socially and
emotionally, he finds himself questioning the answers that have been
given to him by adults and faced wi'th the necessity of finding answers for
himself that are meaningful to him in his personal development and in
his social relationships.
This conflict between the customs and the attitudes of adults who have found their answers several years· before in a
different cultural period in our dynamic society, and the answers that h e
must find for himself create a conflict within him that is deeply disturbing
and occasionally cause the adolescent to withdraw from making adequate
decisions, judgm:ents, and social contacts with his own age group.
In
the normal development during adolescence, however, the self picture or
the self image and the understanding of the role that the person must
play gradually become stabilized so that by the end of adolescence the
normal person has achieved a picture of himself that corresponds very
adequately with the picture that other people have of him in their perWhen this is achieved it is a genuine gain and it is a long
ceptions.
step in the direction of total maturity for the individual.
Parents, teachers, and guidance workers· can help in this development
of adequate and well oriented self concept on the part of the adolescent
by continually revising their attitudes about the developing person as he
matures from: year to year.
Not only must the adolescent himself be
flexible and operate at the level of his best development but also the
adults must accept with flexibility and with understanding this changing
role and changing concept that the adolescent has of himself and furthermore the adults must continually revise their own perceptual picture
of the role of this growing individual so that together the adults in th ~
community and the adolescents who are developing their self concepts
may progress toward maturity for the coming generation of citizens in
the com:munity.
Coincidental with th~ development of a stabilized self image there
als.o comes an increasing achievement of self control for the young person.
Self control is established when the person's impulses and habits and conduct are internally ordered and organized into socially acceptable and
personally rewarding goals and techniques of achieving those goals. Self
control is characterized by foresight and the ability to imaginally project
oneself and one's conduct into the future and evaluate the consequences
of future behavior and thus to act as wisely as possible. It can readily
be seen then that self control is not only related to one's self conc:;ept but
also to the resolution of the problems of independence, freedom, and emancipation from external controls as well. All of these problems are closely
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inter-related.
This is not to say that if one solves any single problem
area that he will therefore solve all the others automatically.
Rather
it means that we cannot in real life separate any one of these problems·
from the others, but that in the growing entity which we call an adolescent boy or· girl all of these problems must be dealt with together be~
cause they are inter-related and because the integration of a wholesome
personality must come from dealing adequately with all of these problems
and other correlated problems of the developmental period.
The resolution of these problem areas will not occur simutana<m&ly
nor will they occur equally s-atisfactorily in all social situations. The individual dealing with these problems as they arise in specific social and
personal areas will make specific responses· involving all of the areas under
discussion and will evolve ways and means of handling the social situation in terms of these areas of tension.
In some cases then, we can
obs-erve the adolescent acting in relatively unskilled ways whereas in
another situation he will be quite skilled in making good adjustments.
Hence, it is not to be expected that the adolescent will develop uniformly
in all of these different social ways but that he will show a very high
degree of individual difference so far as social skills and the resolution of
these social problems are concerned. By the same token, the individualeither boy or girl-during the teen age will appear to be very •grown up
and mature at one point or for a period of time and then may appear to
revert back to extremely childish behavior in another situation.
This
shift is relatively temporary and demostrates the instability and lack of
The gains are
social skill that is inherent during this learning period.
normally far greater than the losses; the forward progress more than
offsets the regression so that in the long run and seen over the total
perspective of the adolescent years our normal expectation is that the
adolescent, given adequate opportunities, will develop the requisite social
skills to make use of the opportunities that · are presented in the community and will arrive at maturity with considerable ability as an independent, self-sufficient, and useful member of the community.
·
Mention must be made of one further problem of social and personal
development of adolescence at this time.
This is· the problem of the
pupil adjustment in the school.
A number of investigations have been
made concerning this problem none of which need to be cited specifically
at this point.
However, some of their findings are of interest in thi.s
particular problem. To summerize the findiqgs, it is noted that there are
three general types of adjustment problems to the school that the adolescent is likely to show.
He may show one of these problems or he may
show any combination of them.
Probably the most obvious problem which can be noticed in thh~
school adjustment of the adolescent is the spirit of rebelliousness and
resis·t ance which may show itself either in the attitudes and the general
atmosphere of the student himself toward the school, or it may show in
more overt activity of rebellion and refusal to cooperate.
There is a
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consensus of opmwn among investigators that this t ype of problem is
one of the easier problems of school adjustment which can be dealt with
by the guidance person or the teacher.
The reason that they feel this
way is that although the student is r ebelling he is still making direct
and active contact with the school and with the adults in the school.
Although his contact is one 'O f a rebellious nature he is still free and open
to persuasion if it is conducted properly. The hope is that this persuas·ion
will induce him to find the values of cooperation and of activity favor able
to himself and to the school population in general.
The second of these characteristics is that in which the student
shows a rather marked attitude of indifference and creates the feeling,
in fact the conviction in the mind of the teacher that he could do so much
more than he is doing and that this behavior is· one which is characterized by a lack of effort and a carelessness about the :whole thing.
Some
investigators have characterized this t ype of reaction to school as the
schizoid reaction.
In general, the schizoid pattern is one in which
there is a reduction of emotional r esponse and enthusiasm to the realities of the situation.
There is felt to be some withdrawal into fantasy although it is quite a disorganizied sort of fantasy life. This· type
of response to the school situation is likely to be somewhat more difficult to rehabilitate than is the more actively aggressive and hostile
response.
The third type of problem which has been pointed up by the clinical
inves-t igators is one which many teachers would feel is not a problem a t
all. This type of reaction is one in which the person conforms completely,
reacts quite passively, and obeys commands with almost complete docility
in the school. Such students, of course, do not present a discipline problem.
The reason that there is no discipline problem with them is because all of their conflicts and all of their tensions are held within themselves. If we could get close to these youngsters and if we could establish good rapport with such students we would find that they have strong
feelings of hostility which they are afraid to express, that these hostilities
cause them to be very unhappy and uncomfortable. Occasionally, :we are
able to discover such docile and passive youngsters acting as though they
were afraid, or guilty, withdrawing from their associates, tending to be
"timid and shy about reciting, and in general acting as though they were
' in a state of anxiety, fear, or tension.
Psychologically, this behavior
pattern indicates that the person has withdrawn from any further effort;
he has been pretty much overpowered by the pressure and the demand of
the society about him. His reaction is one not of the aggressiveness of
anger and counter-rebellion but rather one of withdrawal, submission and
retreat.
Therefore, this condition although it may appeal to the disciplinarian and the teacher is an indication to the pschologist that here
indeed is a troubled person.
The fourth of these areas of difficulty in dealing with the school situation is one in which the student t€nds more and more to withdraw from:
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the realities of the situation and to escape into a fantasy world of his own.
This, of course; is a serious situation if there is any sort of evidence that
the adolescent boy or girl is finding increasing difficulty in distinguishing between the world of his fantasy and his day dreams, and the .world
of reality. It also is an indication of rather serious difficulty if there is
a marked preference on the part of the youngster to escape from the burden of reality and from the necessity of dealing with reality, and finding
a substitute fantasy satisfaction in the daydream goals rather than in
the achievements· of the real school situation.
To the teacher and the
guidance worker, students who are using a daydream escape from reality
present a challenge in that it is possible to encourage them to return to a
struggle with the problems of reality and to give them hope for achievement in the real world. . This presumes that the guiding teacher and
other adults will accept the challenge and work with these boys and girls
to give them a sense of real satisfaction in genuine effort.
In order to
do this it is necessary to very skillfully present to such adolescents opportunities that ;we fell conflict that they can achieve in reality.
Upon
the achievement of some real goal and the rewards that come from such
achievements the boy or girl who is prone to escape into fantasy will discover for himself that the rewards and the opportunities in reality are far
more pleasant than the daydreams into which he has escaped at other
times. In any event we must continue to endeavor to present such possibilities of reward to these youngsters in order that they can continue
to grasp the essential difference between reality and the fantasy :world.

MORAL GROWTH IN ADOLESCENCE
This section will deal with a . number of traits and attitudes of adolescence which although rather difficult to measure quantitatively are of
extreme importance in the development of an adequate and functional
Such a philosophy is necessary for the adolescent
philosophy in life.
or adult to have in any culture. There are a number of these attitudes
which must be mentioned briefly in order for us to get anything like a
complete picture of m~ral growth.
Among these are attitudes toward
racial and national groups particularly minority groups, attitudes toward
religion and spiritual values, and then the development of a number of
traits such as honesty, personal integrity, and the rights and values of
individuals.
Moral growth of necessity deals with values and valuejudgments which are learned by the individual.
This learning eventuates in the development of a philosophy that is usable and contains considerable of idealism as well as day to day functioning of the individual in
a social, cultural setting.
One of the fundamental problems which arise in this matter of moral
growth is that of the development of tolerance on the one hand, or of intolerance and prejudice on the other. Oftentimes, we hear America being
referred to as the "melting pot." This designation is true in a very genuine sense.
That is, in America we find many racial and national subgroups in our culture. It is essential that if :we are to maintain and en-27-

rich the democratic nature of our society that we must be always alert
to any opportunity as teachers to encourage a greater understanding and a
more personal and friendly acceptance of others of differing racial and
national backgrounds than ourselves. When the realities of the situation
·are faced honestly we know there is considerable intolerance and misunderstanding among the various groups to be found in American culture.
Intolerance of one group of people for another is a very old situation
in human history.
In our democracy, however, we have set before ourselves the ideal of the rights of m:ankind and the equal rights of all men.
It is one of the great privileges of the teacher in public education to pre··
sent this ideal in everyday living. Undoubtedly the finest way in which
the teacher or any adult in the community can encourage a growth of
tolerance and understanding in· adolescent boys and girls is to d~velo'>l
that attitude and characteristic in one's own philosophy of life.
Psychologically, intolerance develops in the individual through h.is
need to feel that the self is important and that he has status )n the social
and cultural group.
Too often in an atmosphere of severe competition
prejudice and intolerance has an immediate value and gain for the ind ivi~
dual because it creates the feeling that by having someone to look dcwn
upon, by having an outsider for a scapegoat, by being able to point with
ridicule and scorn to someone less fortunate, or of a different skin color, or
of a different national background that the person can increase his· own
sense of self-importance. In order to offset these immediate gains of intolerance and prejudice it is essential that the values o£ cooperation, the
gains and enrichment of life, through sharing, and through db~overy
the values in others rather than their :faults we can aid ourselves and also
the adolescents who look to us for leadership in the Ion~· range values o1
tolerance and of group and national cooperation.

or

On~ thing for the teacher to keep in mind is that there is a very low
correlation between knowledge and prejudice. Prejudice is an emotional
and not a rational attitude and therefore the increase of knowledge does
not automatically decrease prejudice.
It is essential therefore that the
approach to a more tolerant and more cooperative society must be made
through personal and emotional gains rather than through intellectual
It is for this reason that the attitudes of the teacher, the
; stimulation.
parents and the community at large are of so great significance in the
development of this acceptant attitude and of the other attitudes that go
to build up a healthy philosophy of life.

From: the point of view of the adolescent boy or girl who is one of the
minority group, the attitudes of prejudice and intolerance are extremely
hard for them to bear.
Such an attitude carries consequences for the
development of their personality, and of wholesome mental an:l social attitudes which can be very serious indeed. The respon'3e of the individual
in the minority group to such attitudes from the majority of his fellow
students will be one of counter-aggress·ion, hostility and fricticn, or if the
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pressure is extremely severe, one of withdrawal and retreat into the subgroup and a rejection of the community at large to the point where the
problem may become one of delinquency and perhaps even of criminalit:y·
in the futu_re. Therefore, from the point of view of the adolescents, both
those in the majority group and in the minority group this is an extremely important area for the consideration of the teachers and adults in our
culture that we shall lessen the tcn.siom:··, the anxieties, and the hostilities
that are the inevitable results of intolerance, misunderstanding and isolation.
It is neither the purpose nor the function of the teacher in public
education to teach religion in any of its sectarian forms.
This, by no
means, indicates that the attitudes and ideals of the teacher will not be demonstrated over and over again in the classroom: to the students.
The
great religious values which are embodied in one form or another in all of
the religious instiutions in our culture are sure to be exemplified and demonstrated by the teacher who holds to these values.
The reason for
this is· that these spiritual values are an essential element in any philos·
ophy of life which :will give to the individual a sense of purpose and destiny and a feeling of hope and meaning for the future.
Therefore, we
cannot escape the importance of attitudes which are going to be developed
in one way or another in the thinking and in the living of every young
person in every community.
·

Most children in our culture have been exposed to and have learned
to accept many of the religious concepts of our community. Adolescence
is a time of re-examination of the religious ideals that had been presented
to them and fostered in them by their parents and others during the early
formative years of their lives. As in Gther areas of development, so in
this area the adolescent is striving for independence of thought, independ~
ence of choice, and judgment. Therefore, he is pretty likely to re-evalu~
'lte those concepts that he has learned as a child in terms of his ·own idea.::;
and his own feelings with regard to growth toward maturity in all areas
of his life.
Many of these adolescents are examining religion as a possible source of both intellectual and emotional satisfaction.
Some find
that which they are seeking, many do not. Specfic values which adults,
including teachers, have found in religion may not and probably will not
be identical with those which adolescents will find.
Therefore, as adults
we must maintain a flexibility and a sympathetic understanding for this
very earnest seeking on the part of the adoe&cents as they continue their
quest for religious values. One key function is to answer their questions
honestly.
Probably the outstanding single investigation which has been made
of the development of the traits of hon esty and personal integrity and the
practices of cheating or of not cheating in school work is the very exhaustive study made by Hartshorne and May in their Studies in Character. To
briefly summarize their research we may say that retarded children show
greater tendencies toward dishonesty than do accelerated students, and in
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the same grade the children or the adolescents who do ~atisfact?ry work
are less likely to be dishonest than those whose work 1s unsatisfactory.
Another relationship seems to be that the student's rating for honesty
and personal integrity will correlate very closely with that of his p~re~~s
and also that of his brothers and sisters and to a lesser but s1gmf1cant extent to the honesty rating of his friends. By the time the child
reaches adolescence the earlier motives· for cheating are re-inforced in the
child who has made difficult adjustments by the additional emotional
problems and drives of adolescence. Almost invariably we find that failure in school work is a disturbing factor in adolescents, so that not only
is the educational factor involved but also social acceptance or rejection
may also be involved.
When we take into consideration that oftentimes
the curriculum is difficult for some of the retarded youngsters in our high
school classrooms, perhaps it is somewhat surprising that there is not
more cheating than there is.
As .we found with tolerance and intolerance, there is relatively little
relationship between the increase of learning and in the increase in
honesty.
Again the emotional factors far outweigh the intellectual factors.
A sense of maturity, a sense of satisfaction in doing .one's own
work, a sense of achievement in the receiving of recognitions and rewards
for effort all play their part in the development of honest ideas and honest
practices for the adolescent.
Therefore, the teacher should do all in het
power to encourage a sense of person satisfaction and achievement for all
who can achieve in any way.
,. : One of the typical characteristics of the adolescent boy and girl is the
inteJ;f:lst that they show in the development of ideals ahd the effort that
they put forth to integrate these ideals into some organized way in which
they.,can find meaning and purpose in life. The pattern of this develop~
ment seems to be a pattern of the individual ideal bE!coming more and more
clearly organized in the mind and attitudes of the adolescent and then, as
a number of these individual ideals are developed they become integrated
into the larger concept. Among the common ideals in which adolescents
evince -cons·iderable interest are the ideas and ideals of service to others,
the ideal of generosity and sharing, that of self-control and the development of increasing self-sufficiency, and acceptance of a more and more
significant social role. Considering these typical ide-als of the adolescent
'we notice the very strong social orientation of them.
This is to be
expected because the philosophy of life of any individual, adolescent or
adult, is primarily concerned with the increasing ability to feel adequate
to deal with others in any social situation.
Our culture is a rapidly changing one and our society is dynamic.
Mature adults in this dynamic culture have established a more or less
integrated philosophy of life but adolescents are still struggling to do so .
.Their ideals and their dreams are still unstable so it is essential to them
that they shall find stability, meaning and purpose in life.
This can be
done only through an, adequate philosophy.
To further complicate the
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problem for the adolescent, the traditional religious beliefs· of his childhood which have been given to him without any critical evaluation on
part during the formative years now come under the critical anaylsi.5
of the scientific age in which he finds himself.
But the science which
the adolescent learns about does not answer his questions about his ideals
and about the jurjose of life and so he is in a double jeapardy of the
dynamic culture and of the scientific age.
These two facts make the
need for the finding of a philosophy of life the more pressing and the
more immediate for him.
Teachers and parents of adolescents can be of greatest service to
them in this very important effort on their part by patience and understanding rather than by dictation and insistence upon their uncritical
acceptance of standards which the adults have found satisfactory.
The
dynamic nature of our time is first-hand evidence of the inability of the
adolescent to accept thes€ values without critical evaluation of his own.
Each person and each generation must develop a philosophy of life which
is adequate to their own needs. The normal development through adolescence will bring the young person into early maturity with a philosophy
which is workable and functional by means of the discovery of approved
ways to satisfy needs of idealism and of ethical and moral values which
fit himself and his time.
The counselor then, is the one who helps thi s
evaluatiol). by approaching the probl~m:s with understanding and tolerance
and realizing that the values in a philosophy are always very personal
and very intimate to the individual himself.
Thus inevitably each
person must develop his own philosophy and his own course of action
within the latitude and the flexibility of the community in which he lives.

MENTAL HEALTH AND MENTAL ILLNESS

a

To attempt to discuss so broad
subject as the heading of this
section in the brief compass of a paper of this length necessitates that any
discussion shall be in the nature of an over-view of some of the outstanding implications of mental health and mental illness rather than any
detailed study of any of them.
The purpose of this S€ction, then, is not
to give any fine distinctions or relationships but rather to give brief
pointers and signs to the teacher and counselor which it is hoped will be
of use in the better understanding of the adolescent.
The first part of
the section will deal with some of the signposts of a healthy minded
adolescent, and the second part will give some of the indications of maladjustment that may be observed in the behavior and attitudes of the
young people as we observe them in the school and in the community.
A good bit of what will be pointed up in this section has been mentioned
in previous sections and therefore a further purpose of this section will
be to gather the information together into some sort of a sequential form.
The first characteristic of the healthy adolescent that should be
mentioned is that of having an honest and good opinion of himself. From
the counseling point of view, it is quite essential that this be the case
because we have found that unless an adolescent or an adult thinks well
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of himself he finds it very difficult to think well of other people.
This
not a new idea but it is a very important one.
Many, many years ago
a very wise man said, "Thy shalt love thy neighbor as thyself".
This
attitude of an honest evaluation of one's self is one that does not go to the
extreme of foolish and selfish egotism on the one hand or of self abasement and self hatred on the other hand . It is a balanced understanding
of one's capacities and abilities- together with one's limitations and one's
lack of attaining perfectionist ideals·.
It is a necessary part of the
healthy minded person before he can adequate social relationships anrl
make satisfying adjustments to life.
Coupled with this first characteristic is another one of equal importance, namely the characteristic of a growing self reliance and sense of
personal independence and self-sufficiency.
It is ok to be expected that
a child will be a dependent person, he is unable to supply his own needs
either economically, educationally or even emotionally. However, when the
person reaches adolescence he should begin to move out in the direction
of a self-sufficiency and a growing sense of independence.
We have
spoken of this earlier. It needs to be pointed up here that the healthy
adolescent is one who is finding self-sufficiency in wider and wider areas
of his total personality development.
In order that the adolescent may conti.nue to mature in normal and
healthy ways of personality development it is essential that he understands and accepts the realities of the personal and social situation. This
willingness to accept reality and readiness to act within the limits of
the reality as· it is seen, is a very important aspect in developing the
mature personality.
Of course, this does not exclude daydreams for
our young people.
Out of the daydreams of the boys and girls of today
who at the same time are continually testing their dreams against the
realities of the situation there comes the hope for the future and the
necessary idealistic and intellectual background for the progress that will
However, the healthy minded adolescent will
be made in the future.
continually test his daydreams against reality and never fail to distinguish between the one and the other.
The first three of these signposts appear to be purely personal.
Bowever, they are intimately connected with the next of these signposts;
namely, that of finding relationships in the various social group& in the
school and community which are satisfying to the individual. The adolescent who has learned to get along well 'w ith himself in developing the
character patterns which we have indicated in the above paragraphs will
also have learned at the same time how to get along with his age ~ates
and with adults in the community.
He has learned techniques for increased cooperation, for friendly competition which doe& not descend to
the criticism of personalities. He has developed skills in inc1·easing social
effectiveness and in reducing personal and inter-personal tension. He has
learned to accept and work within the rights and needs of others and
at the s·a me time has learned to gain personal satisfactions and the re-32-

duction of personal tensions through the satisfying of his own needs and
the fulfilling of his own aspirations-all within the developing social
scheme.
These satisfying relations are to be found demonstrated to a
large degree ·by the healthy adolescent in all areas of his social relationships. Within the intimacy of the family he learn~ through. these yean;
to operate with greater satisfaction and less tensiOn even m th~ close
quarters of the family situation and the home environment. Movmg out
from his very close relationship through the wider areas of school and
community he continues to carry on these relationships in a useful and
productive manner demonstrating continually a growth in personal and
social achievement.
This matter of adequate social skills is extremely
important for the development of all areas of personality development.
All of us need to have a sense of status, a sense of participation, of beAll of
longing, of entering into meaningful and worthwhile activity.
these things can be achieved in no other way. except through the development of good social relationships, and therefore the healthy minded
adolescent will exhibit a growing ability in this very important area of
his development.
·
·
Another significant sign of the healthy minded young person is
a breadth of interests. It is a disturbing thing to the counselor and the
understanding adult to observe an adolescent boy or girl becoming comThis shutting of
pletely involved in one or two particular activities.
himself away from other opportunities in the culture tend to build onesidedness into the personality.
So a variety of wholesome interests is
a very important aspect in this total matter of mental health in adolescence and in adults.
Wherever possible, this diversity of socially val uable interests, hobbies and avocations should be encouraged since it is
an excellent builder of the well-rounded person.
All that has been said regarding social experiences and the breadth
of interests must be coupled :with this further signpost; namel y that of a
growing indication of a sense of personal direction. Mere diversity of interest can very conceivably become a means of spreading one's self so thin
and with such variant interests that no building of the integration of the
personality occurs.
Hence, there should be an observable tendency
on the part of the adolescent to include more and m:ore of the interests,
aptitudes and attitudes which lead in the directiion of more and more
clearly established goals for the person's life.
This harnessing of the
abounding energy of the adolescent and giving it a clear-cut integration is
a very important step in the development of a wholesome personality.
It is from such personalities as this in adult life that the genuine contributions to our culture are made.
The final indication of healthiness of mind and personality that will
be mentioned at this time, is that of the growing ability to make good
value judgments.
This signpost comes as an evidence of a crystallizing
Through his judgments the adolescent exhibits
philosophy of life.
greater and greater ability to distinguish right from ;wrong, wise from
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unwise and desirable from undesirable behavior and choices.
To' conclude this section it is necessary to indicate some of the traits
of the malajusted adolescent.
None of these traits will need much elaboration at this time; merely to point them: out will be enough to stim~J.late
the reader to recall individual young people that have been observed showing one or more of these aspects of personal and social maladjustment.
These which will be indicated, of course, are not all of the signposts of a
disturbed personal and social personality development but they seem to be
the ones which occur most commonly in boys and girls during their high
school years.
Perhaps most obvious in the school situation is the indication which
we find in inadequate and disturbed social relationship in the person of
high sd1ool age. Lack of free and easy association with age mates coupled with the tendency to cling to adults, either parents or teachers, is probably the most common form of this difficulty .
Another ·form is that
of having one S·ingle friend to whom the disturbed person clings with a
tenacious grasp.
There is, of course, even the social isolate; the boy or
girl who seems to have no friends either among the adults or among his
age mates.
Such a one seems to be quite incapable of taking the risk of
giving enough of hims€1f to win friendships .
A second characteristic is demonstrated rather frequently in the quite
childish inability to wait for pleasant experiences.
The Gilbert and Sullivan song "I Want What I Want When I Want It" is typical of this sort
of disturbed adolescent. Whenever the desires of such a person must be
postponed there are all sorts of evidences of a high degree of frustration.
While on the surface this attitude appears to indicate a very selfish person, more often than not, there is a feeling that such a youngster is afraid
and anxious; that if the pleasure is not attained here and now then it will
never be attained. The ability to accept disappointment and posponement
has never been learned by this boy or girl and therefore whenever there
is danger of losing som:e value immediately there is a sense of pemanent
loss and consequent heightened tension.
This is a genuine disturbance
of personality.
A third of these indicators is the feeling of personal inadequacy that
J the individual may show.
There is a relationship between actual inadequacy and feelings of in::tdequacy but this relationship is surpris·i ngly low.
Many adolescents with superior intellectual ability have strong feelings of
inadequacy.
This indicates over and over again that the feeling of inadequacy is not an objective evaluation of the self but rather an emotional
disturbance within the self which tends t o grossly underestimate the individual's genuine abilities.
This underestimation, of course, is made by
the boy or girl himself and is a strong indication of a serious maladjustment in the total personality pattern of the individual.
These feelings
of adequacy may appear in personal, family, social, scholastic and all
other fields of ordinary endeavor and opportunity.
The end result of
these feelings is a behavior pattern of withdrawal from competition.
-
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Closely allied to feelings of inadequacy is another of the indicators
which should be mentioned.
This is timidity, refusal to take part, fear
of competition, or one of many names for it.
It is a correlate of the
feelings of inadequacy and a demonstration of these inner inferiority
feelings.
·
·
Another outgrowth of basic maladjustments in the personality is the
pattern of the hypochondriac. Thi&pattern of a morbid interest in one's
ill health is not to be found so frequently among adolescents but certainly
frequently enough t o be mentioned as one of the signposts of maladjustment. More commonly t o be found among adolescents is an overt sensitivity to the actions and the reactions of age mates and adults in the
school and the community.
This atti tude of hurt feelings and injured
pride is· quite common and is the more usual adolescent reaction which
Oversensicould develop into a hypochondriacal r eaction in adult life.
tivity seems to be closely related with an unrealistic evaluation of the
self, wherein the person feels that others do not appreciate his value as
he has pictured it to himself. This unrealistic evaluation of the self
which is not accepted by others, of course leads to a response of injury
and hurt which is indicative of the maladjusted person.
Sometimes the maladjusted boy or girl, particularly the one who has
relatively strong feelings of inadequacy will try to hide these feelings from
others and from himself by becoming very abusive of others either verbal~
iy or perhaps even physically. This rather persistant effort to run other
people down, to ];)oint out their faults and to be critical of the efforts of
others is a seif-protet tive device which may even be self-deceptive.
A variant of the type of ~naladjusted person who is highly critical
of others in ordl:lr to bolster his own faltering ego is the type who will
usually agree to coopel'ate in some venture or effort and then very quickly
Wayland Vaughn has
point out all of thl:! difficulties in the situation.
very aptly called this· the "yes-but" pattern.
This pattern indicates a
preparation in advance for failure which is expected by the person and
shows the person to be fearful and expectant of failure.
Again the
underlying self-protective device is evident in that the excuse for the
anticipated failure are made in advance by pointing out the extreme
difficulties of the situat ion.
Again, we have the maladjustment pattern
showing through.
Finally, mention must be made of two types of response of the maladjusted person who suffers from rather over-powering sense of guilt.
These two patterns are not identical but they appear to stem from the
same source of strong guilt feelings . The first of these is the idea that
is shown by some adolescents who feel that they must not have a o·ood
time because they are not supposed to find pleasure in this life.
H;nce,
whenever they are enjoying themselves they find that welling up within
them there is a strong premonition of punishment and the probable painful consequences of this sudden freedom that they are enjoying.
The
second group of these unhappy people is the group who have set a glit- 35 -

tering but very generalized idea of perfection for themselves. The vague
goal has never been clearly defined nor have the steps for attaining it
been clearly defined.
It is set forth by these youngsters as the great
achievement.
On the surface these high goals sound most intriguing·
but the realistic fact is that since they are so vague and so poorly defined,
the adolescent does not know whether he is making any progres·s or not.
In fact, he feels that he is making no progress and therefore there ariset~
a sense of failure with a concomitant idea of punishment and breakdown results. Individual history of this type of maladjustment pattern is a very
complex one.
Often it is the result of unreasonable demands on the
part of possessive or neurotically compulsive parents.
Sometimes it is
the feeling that the person must out-distance some older sibling, and
occasionally it is the effort to compensate for inability to excel in the
rather strenuous curriculum of the school.
In any case, it is an in·
dication of the source of maladjustment that may develop into very
serious proportions in adult life. These indications of mental health and
mental illness- are presented in this section in order that the teacher may
recognize them in individual adolescents.
One brief suggestion may be
mctde with regard to teacher guidance at this point; namely, that ctll
adolescents need recognition as persons, they need to feel that they ate a
part of a social group, they want to grow physically, emotionally, So!:ial·
ly, and intellectually into acceptable and useful adults. The role of the
teacher in all of these searches by the adolescents is to present opportuh~
ities for the achieving of successful experiences in these ar@as.
CONCLUDING STATEMENT

Adolescence is a petiod bt i"apid deveioj:mHmt: deveioj:m1eJ!t l.h ed'cica •
tional areas, developn1eht of ~motioi1ai controls and stability, developmeiit
of social skills and techniques and finding one'& status in sodai groups,
There are times when ideals become bright artd shining a11d y~t wh~11
all actions and conduct seem to :fall into l1 black or a white c:!t{!gory"""'""'thll
good or the bad.
And so, growth in moral sensitivity is charac·
teristic of this period of growth.
All of these characteristics of adoles~
cence, and the rapidity of their growth and change bring about a great
intensification of all sort& of problems that these young people have to
·face realistically and try to solve in their own personal .way. It is not
~ surprising that in a good many of our adolescent boys and girls there
/ are some signs· of maladjustment. In the midst of all of the _stress and
strain of this rapid and · transitional segment of life it is inevitable that
some stress will be too severe for a number of these growing people.
Adults in the community and particularly those who are teachers and
parents cannot stand aloof on the sidelines and watch ·w ith disinterestedness the growing pains of the personality that are evident in the struggle
of the adolescents to arrive at maturity.
These young people are not
developing their personalities in a social vacum.
The adults in the
community are not spectators, whether or not the role is accepted by
adults. We must play the role of participant in the development of the
character and the social and personal understandings of our boys and
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girls.
The community is a whole, we are part of one another.
The
actions and the attitudes of adults are bound to have significance and value
for these youngsters.
Therefore, the task of the concerned and sympathetic adult must always be one of intelligent and sympathetic aid as
these new. citizens find their way into the very complex structure of
our society.

,
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